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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many practical problems involve conservation laws with source terms, such is the case for ex- 
ample in combustion problems, water waves, atmospheric problems, etc. The source term can 
be related to physical effects (exterior forces, release of mass or energy, ... ), or to geometrical 
effects (axisymmetric or cylindric problems, area with variable section, ... ). 
These problems can be mathematically described in scalar case by the Cauchy problem: 
ut+f (u )x=q(u) ,  x E R, t E]0, T[, (1) 
u(x ,0)=u0(x) ,  x e R. (2) 
The theoretical study of of this type of equations i given in [1], where existence and uniqueness 
of the entropy (physical) solution are established. 
Error bounds for finite difference schemes applied to hyperbolic onservation laws including 
source terms are obtained in [2,3]. Error estimates for splitting and finite difference methods are 
derived in [4]. 
The polygonal method of Dafermos [5], consists of the approximation of the flux f by a con- 
tinuous piecewise linear function and the initial value by a piecewise constant function. 
The application of this method to conservation laws including source terms is studied in [6], 
where the convergence of the approximate solution towards the exact solution of the problem (1) 
and (2) is proved, without any CFL condition. 
The study of the error bounds for the polygonal method in the case where q = 0, is made 
in [7,8]. 
In this note, we give an error bound for the Dafermos's method (polygonal method), in the 
case of a dissipative source term q (q~ < -% "y ~_ 0). 
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We focus on the approximation of the entropy solution of (1) and (2) (see [8]) that is u • 
L°°(R x [0, T]) satisfying for all c • R and for all t • [0,T]: 
fjo,tt fa [[u-cl ~. + F(u)~x] dxds- f r  ,u(x,t)-cl~(x,t)dx 
_ - sgn (u - c)q(u)~o(x, s) dx as. (3) 
,t[ 
For all test positive function ~o • CI(R x [0, TD, with compact support in R x [0, T[. 
We observe that this study is limited to dissipative source terms since, in practice, the nondis- 
sipative source terms have not a great interest. 
We recall the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. (see [1]) I fuo • L°°(R) N LI(R), f • CI(R), q • CI(R) such that q(O) = 0 and 
q' < -7 ,  7 > O, then the problem (1) and (2) possesses a unique entropy solution u(x, t) = S(t)uo 
satisfying 
(i) IIS(t)~IIL~(,) < e-~t(lluollL~*(,) + Iq(0)lt), 
(ii) moreover, for any vo • LC°(R) we have 
IIS(t)uo - S(t)VOIIL,(R) < e -~t Iluo - vollLa(H), 
(iii) ff uo(x) < Vo(X), then the corresponding solutions atisfy 
s(t)uo _< s(t)vo. 
Using Proposition 1, we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. If UO • L°°(R) fq LI(R), f • CI(R), q • CI(R) such that q(O) = 0 and q' < O, 
then the problem (1) and (2) possesses a unique entropy solution u(x,t) = S( t)uo satisfying, 
(i) IIS(t)uollL~(,) < Ilu011L~<,), 
(ii) moreover, for any vo • LC°(R) we have 
IIS(t)uo - S(t)vollLa(R) <_ Iluo - V0 I I L , (R) ,  
(iii) TV(S(t)uo) <_ rV(uo), 
(iv) ff uo(x) < vo(x), then the corresponding solutions satisfy 
S(t)uo <_ S(t)vo. 
PROOF. Taking "r = 0 and q(0) = 0 in Proposition i, we obtain easily the inequalities (i) 
and (ii). Setting vo(x) = uo(x + h) in (ii) of Proposition 1 and dividing by lhl the inequality (ii) 
in Proposition 1 and taking the sup over h, we get the inequality (iii). 
The last property (iv) is proved under general hypothesis in Proposition 2.1. 
REMARK I. If we suppose that q E CI(R), such that q(0) = 0 and q' < 0, then q is dissipative 
in the sense of Chen et al. [9], since if we take ~/(u) = u2/2 as an entropy function and using the 
mean value theorem, we get 
rf(u)q(u) = q'(~)u 2 < O, rain(0, u) < ~ < max(0, u). 
REMARK 2. We observe that under the considered hypothesis in Proposition 2, the solution of (I) 
and (2) possesses the same properties as in the homogeneous case (q = 0). 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT  
Next, we state a result related to the perturbation of the flux and the initial data. 
THEOREM 1. I f  f and g axe Lipschitz continuous functions, q • CI(R) SUCh that q(O) = 0 and 
q~ < -3', 3' > 0, Uo and Vo • BV(R) f3 LX(R) and u and v axe solutions of  
ut + f (u )x  = q(u), x • R, t •]0, T[, 
u(x, O) = uo(z), z • R, 
and 
vt + g(v)x = q(v), x E R, t •]0, T[, 
v(z ,  o) = vo(z) ,  x • R, 
then for all t •]0, T[, 
Ilu(., t) - v(., t)IIL,(R) < e-~t (lluo(.) -- V0(.)IILI(~) + t l l / -  g[[Lip min(TV(uo) ,  TV(vo))) ,  
where  
= sup k(x) - k(y)[ IlkllLio 
• ; Y I 
PROOF. The hyperbolic part is handled as in Lucier [8], using the technics introduced in 
Kruskov [1] and used in [2,4,10-12]. 
For the source term, we use the equality: 
sgn (u - v)(q(u) - q(v)) = q'(~) lu - vl, min(u, v) < ~ < max(u, v). 
Taking into account he hypothesis on q', we get 
Ilu(., t) - v(., t)IIL,(R) < Ilu0(.) -- V0(.)IIL~(a) + t II1 - gllLip min(TV(uo) ,  TV(vo) )  
-3" I lu( . , t ) - -v( . , t ) l lL~(R) dr. 
By making use of Gronwall inequality, we obtain 
I lu(.,t) - v(.,t)llLl(R) <_ e -'yt (llu0(.) - v0(.)llL~(~) + t l l / -  gllLip min(TV(uo),TV(vo)))  . 
REMARK 3. We point out that when 3' = 0, we find the same bound as in [8]. This corresponds 
to the ease without source terms. 
REMARK 4. The result of Theorem 1 shows that due to the dissipation effect, the bound of the 
error is smaller than that one in the case without source term. 
3. APPL ICAT ION TO THE POLYGONAL METHOD 
Let h _> 0 and let uo a fixed real number, define ui = uo + ih, i = 1 , . . .  ,N  (N  is a positive 
integer); let us set 
fh (u  ) = f (Ui+I) -- f (Ui) (U -- Ui) d- f (Ui), if U • [Ui, Ui+l] , 
~iq-1 -- Ui 
and fh (u )  = f (uo)  for u < u0; fh (u)  = f (UN) for u > UN. 
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Since fh is the continuous, piecewise linear interpolant of f with breakpoints at ih, for i • Z, 
then, 
h 
I Is-  -< I I / " I I L~(R)  • 
Let us consider now the projection of the initial value u0(x) onto the space of constant functions, 
that is 
where 
• 1 fx,+l/2 uo(x) dx. 
The perturbed problem associated to (1) and (2) is 
uht +fh(Uh)x=q(uh) ,  xER,  te]0,T[, (4) 
~h (x, 0) = ~0h(x), • • R. (5) 
Problem (4) and (5) is an approximation of (1) and (2), based on the polygonal approxima- 
tion fh of the flux f.  
Let u, and uh be the solutions of (1) and (2) and (4) and (5), respectively, we prove. 
THEOREM 2. I f f  iS a Lipschitz continuous function • C2(R), q • CI(R) such that q(0) = 0 and 
q~ < -% "y > 0, uo • BV(R) A LI(R) and uo is constant outside some finite interval 
Then, 
<- + O" 
For the proof of this result, we make use of Theorem 1 to write 
Since, TV(uho) ~_ e-~tTV(uo). 
Hence, 
If Uo = u0 h, then 
4. EXTENSION TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We consider now the two-dimensional Cauchy problem: 
~ + Ii(~)x +/2(u)~ = q(~), 
u(x, y, O) = uo(x, y), 
Let, ~}(u) = I u - c I , c • R and 
(x, y, t) • R 2 ×]0, T[; T > 0, (6) 
(x, u) • a 2. (7) 
E l (u)  = sgn (u - c) ( f l (U)  - f l (c ) ) ,  
F2(u) = sgn (u - c)(12(u) - f2(c)).  
The unique entropy solution of (6) and (7) may be characterized by the following Kruskov [1] 
entropy condition. 
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For all c • R and for all t • [0, T], 
J(0,t[ JfR ' [~}(u)~°' + Fl(U)~Ox + F2(u)~ov]dxdyds- ~R, ,u (x ,y , t ) - c l~o(x ,y , t )dxdy  
+ fR, luo-el~(x,y,O)dxdy >_ -fjo,t[ f~, sg~ (~-c)q(u)~(~,y,s)dxdyds. 
For all test positive function ~ • Cl(R 2 x [0,TD, with compact support in R 2 × [0,T[. 
Let u h be the solution of the perturbed problem 
u h (~, ~, o) = Uho (~, y) ,  
(x, y) e R 2, t el0, T[, (8) 
(x, y) e R 2. (9) 
Let u be the entropy solution of (6) and (7) and let Uh be the entropy solution of (8) and (9), 
then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. /if f l ,  f2 ale Lipschitz continuous functions E C2(R), q E CI(R) such that q(O) = 0 
and q~ _< -% 7 ~ 0, Uo E L°°(R 2) N LI(R 2) N BV(R2), and uo is constant outside some finite 
ball. 
Then, 
I lU ( . , . , t ) - -uh( . , . , t )HL I (R ,  ~_ hTV (uo)e -'rt (2  (Hf~'IIL~,R) + H]2'IIL~c(R)) W 1) .  
The proof of this result is similar to that one of Theorem 2. 
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